
 

New non-fiction Spring 2020 

 
Biography and Memoirs 
Tall tales and wee stories        Billy Connolly 
Me (Autobiography)         Elton John 
Between the stops          Sandi Toksvig 
Behind the lens: my life         David Suchet 
An improbable life: the autobiography      Trevor McDonald 
May at 10           Anthony Seldon 
Who am I, again?          Lenny Henry 
The Hockneys: never worry about what the neighbours think   John Hockney 
Motherwell: a girlhood         Deborah Orr 
The sisters of Auschwitz: the true story of two Jewish sisters’  

resistance in the heart of Nazi territory     Roxane van Iperen 
Another planet: a teenager in suburbia      Tracey Thorn 
Dear life: a doctor’s story of love and loss      Rachel Clarke 
 

History & WW II  
Who dares wins: Britain 1979-1982       Dominic Sandbrook 
A game of birds and wolves: the secret game that won the war   Simon Parkin 
The volunteer: the true story of the resistance hero  

who infiltrated Auschwitz       Jack Fairweather 
Life undercover: coming of age in the CIA      Amaryllis Fox 
Working with Winston         Cita Stelzer 

 

Travel 
On the plain of snakes: a Mexican road trip      Paul Theroux 
Three tigers, one mountain: a journey through the bitter history  

and the current conflict of China, Korea and Japan    Michael Booth 
North Korea journal         Michael Palin 
 
 
 
 



 

New non-fiction Spring 2020 

 
 

Cookery 
From the oven to the table: simple dishes that look after themselves   Diana Henry 
 
Miscellaneous 
Driving theory test, practical test and the Highway Code AA  
Why women read fiction: the stories of our lives     Helen Taylor 
The boy, the mole, the fox and the horse      Charlie Mackesy 
 
Self-help 
Cave in the snow: a Western woman’s quest for enlightenment   Vicky MacKenzie 
The art of rest: how to find respite in the modern age    Claudia Hammond 
 
Social history 
Ladies can’t climb ladders: the pioneering adventures of the  

first professional women        Jane Robinson 
Square haunting: five women, freedom and London  

between the wars         Francesca Wade 
 
Gardening/environment 
Wilding: the return of nature to a British farm     Isabella Tree 
The sustainable(ish) living guide: everything you need to know 

to make small changes that make a big difference    Jen Gale 
 
 
 
 

 


